Comfort system central control module
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after my dome light switch broke spring popped loose , and after trying to fix it myself, I'm now
left with no power windows, power locks, or alarm, and my trunk light is on. After some net
research, I found that it could be caused by the comfort control module. I'm wondering if this is
an easy home fix. If not, how much might I be looking at for a repair? Could it be something else
all together? Thanks for your help. I did check a couple fuses, but they were all fine. The reason
why I suspect the CCM is because all of the information I'm finding says that it controls the
power windows, locks, alarm, trunk, and dome lights. I just discovered the fuse box down there.
How do I tell if one of them is bad? Any idea how much a CCM repair would be? JB05 Top Post
Dawg. Joined Oct 20, Location Il. I would have a closer look at fuse Check the fuses in the fuse
panel fuse 5, fuse 6, fuse 14, fuse 38 and if need be, the ones on top of your relay plate. Fuse 5:
Comfort system, cuise control, Climatronic, AC, Heated seat control module, and control unit
for multifunction steering wheel. Fuse 6: Central locking system Fuse Interior lights, central
locking system Fuse Central locking system, luggage compartment light, remote fuel tank door,
read lid unlock. Verdict is in Somehow I completely overlooked it, but I swear I checked it last
night. The weird thing, though, is that all symptoms I was experiencing were exactly what other
people were saying for the CCM, which is why it was first on my list. Thanks for all of your help.
The next step is to figure out how to fix that dome switch without the fuse blowing. If I do as I
did before, the fuse will blow. If I disconnect the battery, or take out the fuse while I fix it, will it
blow again once it's all reconnected? I messed around up there before trying to replace the
spring and had no problems. Perhaps the type of metal in the spring caused the short? I think
disconnecting the battery is a good idea generally speaking. I'm dealing with the same thing
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